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Geel, Belgium – September 9, 2013

RideOnTrack wins the Infrabel RFQ for the Nationwide Voice Recording
and Play-Back solution.
RideOnTrack is pleased to announce it is awarded by Infrabel for the Nationwide Voice
Recording and Play-Back solution.
Early 2013, Infrabel launched an RFQ for the renewal of their nationwide Voice Recording
and Play-Back solution. The existing legacy system was no longer able to cope with the
requirements of Infrabel in terms of recording and storage capabilities, play back
functionalities and the required footprint and power consumption.
RideOnTrack launched its new Voice Recording and Play-back solution in 2012 and decided
to bid for the Infrabel RFQ. After the bid evaluation, RideOnTrack was ranked as most
compliant bidder, and as per bidding process, was invited for a Proof of Concept (PoC). After
the successful PoC during the late summer of 2013, RideOnTrack was awarded the contract.
The contract consists of a fully Geo-redundant recording and Play-back solution. The system
connects to the many legacy systems in use at Infrabel (e.g. TDM CAS and GSM-R ISDN
U2U) as well as to the new SIP-network devices. The solution needs to be able to record up to
1,000 simultaneous calls and need to record up to 50,000 calls per day. The Web-based PlayBack tool can be used on any PC connected to the Infrabel network given the fact that they
have the appropriate access rights.
The Voice Recording and Play-Back solution needs to be in service by the end of 2013.
About RideOnTrack
RideOnTrack is a company specialized in delivering state-of-the-art communication solutions
for mission critical networks. RideOnTrack can also deliver a wide range of
(telecommunication) consultancy services. RideOnTrack has developed its own software
platform, supported by software development tools and software/system testing tools, which
results in drastically reduced software design cycles while maintaining the highest quality
standards. RideOnTrack delivers made to measure solutions because their set-up, experience
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and development environment allows to address specific customer needs in a niche market
environment.
RideOnTrack bvba is a privately held company under Belgian law.
About Infrabel
Infrabel is the state-owned company that develops, maintains and operates the Belgian
railway network. Thanks to its highly skilled employees and tried-and-tested technology,
Infrabel offers a customer service centred on the travellers’ present and future mobility needs.
Infrabel aims to become the crossroads of Europe thanks to its safe and high-quality railway
network. Infrabel wants to keep developing into a strong link in a sustainable transport system.
In this way Infrabel aims to continue to support the economic and social development of
Belgium and Europe.
Infrabel’s responsibilities in a nutshell:
•
•
•
•

Maintaining and renewing the railway infrastructure: tracks, overhead lines, signalling
system, etc.
Expanding the railway infrastructure in response to mobility requirements
Directing and coordinating all trains on the Belgian railway network
Operating the railway infrastructure and allocating the available capacity to our
customers, the railway undertakings
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